ABSTRACT
microscopy and acoustic microscopy, called ultrasonic atomic force microscopy (UAFM). G. G. Yaralioglu et al. [7] [8] studied the contact stiffness between the layered material (the film was covered on the substrate) and the microprobe using numerical simulation for ultrasonic atomic force microscopy. He Cunfu [9] tested bulk materials and nanomaterials and analyzed the factors affecting the elastic modulus. KOPYCINSKA-Muller M. [10] measured the porous material using AFAM. Building the contact theory and micro-cantilever beam vibration theory is very important for the measurement of elastic modulus based on atomic force acoustic microscopy, which directly affect the accuracy of measured elastic modulus. Therefore, by studying the contact stiffness model of micro-cantilever beam is necessary.
FREE STATE ANALYSIS FOR MICRO-CANTILEVER OF AFAM
The atomic force microscope probe consists of a cantilever beam and a needle tip with a radius of 10 with tens of nanometers. The model of the free state of the micro-cantilever is shown in Figure. For a uniform cantilever beam, differential equation [6, 11] of bending vibration for the free state is following:
,L,A, E, I respectively is the mass density, length, cross section, elastic modulus and moment of inertia of the cantilever beam about the neutral axis. The characteristic equation is [12] :
The solutions (knL, n=1,2,...) of this equation give the wave numbers kn of an infinite set of flexural vibration modes, where n is the mode number. By 2 it can get natural frequency, the expression is:
The material of the cantilever beam is silicon, taking the young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and density were 130.1GPa, 0.2780 and 2332 kg/m3.
Two Dimension Analysis Of Free Rectangular AFM Cantilevers
The cantilevers of two types of probes with the parameters given by manufacturer are simulated. The length, cross length and cross width is 225m, 
Resonant Frequency And Mode Of The Three -Dimensional Cantilever Beam
The element is set as 1.05m, cantilever 1 is simulated by Abaqus software. The modal of vibration are shown in Fig.2 and the resonant frequencies are listed in Table. 2. From the vibration map can be seen that first, 3rd and 5th are flexural modal, but second, 4th and 6th are torsion modal of the cantilever. 
THE ANALYSIS OF CONTACT WITH SAMPLE FOR MICRO-CANTILEVER OF AFAM
Compared with the free state of the cantilever beam, the model of the contact mode is simplified as the tip not at end is coupled with spring. The influence of the tip located in different position, different stiffness and different inclination angle on the resonant frequency is analyzed. The vibration model of the cantilever with the tip is shown in Fig.3 . One end of cantilever is fixed, and the tip position is coupled with spring, at same time the spring is pinned with sample with Bernoulli-Euler beam model [11, 13] . Without considering the damping of the cantilever beam, in any position of the pin into the system, equations of cantilever contact stiffness model is following [13] [14] : 1 1 1 (4) k s is the contact stiffness between the cantilever beam and the contact specimen; L 1 is the distance from the tip to the cantilever fixed end; L 2 is the distance from the atomic force probe to the free end of the cantilever beam.
Influence Of Tip With Different Positions On The Contact Resonance Frequency
The forced vibration model of the micro-cantilever is related to the position of the tip (and the position of the spring is located at the cantilever). The contact stiffness is 600N/m, the influence of the ration of L1 to L on the resonant frequency is analyzed. The results are shown in table.3. It can be seen that the vibration response of the cantilever beam is changed with the change of the position of the tip, and the first order frequency increases with the spring close to the fixed end of the cantilever beam, and the second and 3rd resonant frequencies are reduced. 
Influence Of Different Contact Stiffness On The Resonant Frequency Of The Contact
Taking L1/L as 0.98, the contact stiffness were taken as 400 N/m, 600 N/m and 800N/m, the influence of contact stiffness on the resonant frequency are simulated. The first three order frequencies are shown in table 4.As can be seen that the contact resonance frequency is also increased with the increasing of the contact stiffness. 
The Influence Of Different Inclination Angles On The Contact Resonance Frequency
Taking L1/L as 0.98, the contact stiffness as 600N/m, the influence of different inclination angles on the contact resonance frequency is obtained. The results show that the resonance frequency is decreased with the increasing of the inclination angle 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS FOR RESONANT FREQUENCY
The atomic force acoustic microscopy system obtaining the cantilever resonance spectrum consists of two parts: hardware and software. The hardware components include, commercial AFM, lock-in amplifier, handyscope HS3 and computer. The hardware system is combined with Labview software to obtain the cantilever resonant spectrum cantilever. The measured resonant frequencies are shown in Fig.5 , the first and second frequencies are 149.6 kHz and 983.1 kHz respectively, the error is caused by the inaccuracy of the parameter given by manufactured. Fig.6 shows the first order contact resonant frequency with a cantilever length of 225μm measured at different static forces. When the static force is 480nN, the first order contact resonance frequency is 675kHz. It can be seen that the contact resonant frequency and the amplitude increases with static force increases increasing.
The resonant frequency for free and contact state

Acoustic amplitude images analysis
In atomic force acoustic microscopy，the acoustic wave would transmit and result in stress field in the sample when the piezoelectric transducer is vibrated under AC voltage. While in the case of acoustic amplitude imaging, the amplitude contrasts reflect the responses of SiOx film to the local elastic stress fields in the sample, which is closely relevant to the local contact stiffness between the tip and the sample surface during scanning. Fig.7 (a the contrast in brightness of the two images is coincident shown in fig.7 (b) . When the excitation frequency is near the contact response frequency of the soft regions (lower regions of topography image), in which the acoustic amplitude of the cantilever is higher than the stiff regions, so the contrast in brightness of the two images is inverse shown in fig.7 (c).
SUMMARY
The effects of tip position, contact stiffness and cantilever angle on contact resonant frequency were analyzed by using finite element method. The results show that the contact resonant frequency increases with the increasing of contact stiffness. The experimental results are in agreement with the theoretical results. The resonant frequency of the torsion mode can be seen from the results of the 3D simulation. Acoustic amplitude images are obtained using AFAM system, which can not only show the morphology but also mechanical information.
